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Tobacco Plants and Structural Insights into its Instability
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Ascorbate peroxidase (APX) is a heme-containing protein that plays a central role in
scavenging H2O2 in higher plants. The structure of stromal APX (sAPX) was deter-
mined at 1.6 Å to an R-factor of 19.1% and an R-free-factor of 22.3%. The electrostatic
potential of the �-channel that connects the molecular surface of sAPX to the �-edge of
heme was more positive than that of cytosolic APX (cAPX) from pea, so sAPX might
bind more easily with ascorbate than cAPX. The overall structure of sAPX was similar
to those of cAPX from pea and cytochrome c peroxidase (CCP) from yeast, with a sub-
stantial difference in a loop structure located in the vicinity of the heme. The side
chain of Arg169 in sAPX corresponding to His169 in cAPX and His181 in CCP
extended in the opposite direction from the heme, forming two hydrogen bonds with
carbonyl groups in the loop structure. The rapid inactivation of sAPX might be due to
the characteristic conformation of Arg169 owing to the loop structure of sAPX.

Key words: ascorbate peroxidase, chloroplastic isoenzyme, crystal structure, hydro-
gen peroxide, instability.

Abbreviations: APX, ascorbate peroxidase; AsA, ascorbate; sAPX, stromal ascorbate peroxidase; tAPX, thylakoid-
bound ascorbate peroxidase; cAPX, cytosolic ascorbate peroxidase; mAPX, microbody-bound ascorbate peroxidase;
CCP, cytochrome c peroxidase; MnP, manganese peroxidase; LiP, lignin peroxidase.

Ascorbate peroxidase (APX; EC 1.11.1.11) is a heme-con-
taining protein that plays a central role in scavenging
H2O2 to protect higher plants from oxidative stress (1, 2).
Under physiological conditions, APX is responsible for
the rapid reduction of H2O2 to water at the expense of
ascorbate (AsA) as a specific electron donor.

APX isoenzymes are distributed in at least four dis-
tinct cellular compartments, i.e. the stroma (sAPX) and
thylakoid membrane (tAPX) of chloroplasts (3, 4), micro-
bodies (mAPX) including peroxisomes and glyoxysomes
(5, 6), and the cytosol (cAPX) (7, 8). A fifth APX isoen-
zyme was found in mitochondria (9), although its molecu-
lar characteristics remain unknown. Interestingly, two
chloroplastic APX isoenzymes are encoded by a single
gene in various plant species such as spinach (10–12),
pumpkin (13), Mesembryanthemum crystallinum (14),
and tobacco (14), in which mRNAs are generated through
the alternative splicing of two 3�-terminal exons. The
sAPX and tAPX isoenzymes of tobacco plants, in particu-
lar, contain an open reading frame encoding mature pro-
teins consisting of 295 and 344 amino acid residues with
molecular masses of 33 kDa and 38 kDa, respectively.
The 294 amino acid residues of sAPX excluding the C-ter-
minal amino acid residue (Asp295) are identical with
those of tAPX, which has extra 49 amino acid residues
that comprise a putative transmembrane segment. In

those of tAPX with respect to the specificity for AsA and
the Km value for H2O2 (3, 11, 15, 16).

One of the characteristics of chloroplastic APX isoen-
zymes is rapid inactivation in the absence of AsA (15–19).
The isoenzymes from spinach lose their activities within
several minutes when the AsA concentration is below 20
µM (18). In contrast, cAPX and mAPX are stable for at
least several hours even under the conditions described
above (7, 17, 20). Thus, AsA is suggested to have two
functions, as a reducing agent for the catalytic reaction
and as a stabilizer for the inactivation (18). The instabil-
ity of the chloroplastic isoenzymes in AsA-depleted media
was suggested to be due to the decomposition or elimina-
tion of the heme included in Compound I, which is a high
oxidation-state intermediate, under conditions of excess
H2O2 (18).

The peroxidase superfamily is classified into three
major classes, I–III, based on sequence homology (21).
Class I includes APXs of higher plants, catalase-peroxi-
dases of microorganisms and cytochrome c peroxidase
(CCP) of yeast. Class II includes manganese (MnP) and
lignin peroxidases (LiP) of fungi, and class III includes
classical secretory peroxidases represented by horserad-
ish peroxidase. Among the class I peroxidases, yeast CCP
has been the most extensively studied as to structure-
function relations, because high-resolution structures
have been determined for it (22). The crystal structure of
a complex of CCP with cytochrome c might facilitate elu-
cidation of the electron-transfer pathway, as mentioned
by Pelletier and Kraut (23). However, CCP has limita-
tions for use as a model for peroxidases, because it only
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functions when cytochrome c is present as a specific elec-
tron donor. This is greatly different from almost all other
well-studied peroxidases that oxidize small molecules.

Recently, the structure of pea cAPX was elucidated
(24). Its structure led to a dichotomy of ideas, i.e. struc-
tural similarities with other peroxidases and dissimilari-
ties with respect to the cation species involved (24). Thus,
comparison of the structure of chloroplastic sAPX with
those of CCP and cAPX should provide very important
information regarding the characteristics. To obtain ster-
eochemical information on the mechanism underlying
the rapid inactivation of the APX isoenzyme, we carried
out X-ray crystallographic analysis of the recombinant
sAPX from tobacco plants, and compared its structure
with those reported for CCP and cAPX.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Crystallization, Data Collection, and Structure Refine-
ment—Crystallization and data collection were described
previously (25). In brief, sAPX was crystallized by the
hanging-drop vapor-diffusion method using polyethylene
glycol 4000 as a precipitant. The crystals belong to
orthorhombic space group P212121 with unit-cell parame-
ters of a = 37.2 Å, b = 76.8 Å, c = 98.8 Å. A data set was
successfully collected up to 1.6 Å resolution for a frozen
crystal using synchrotron radiation of wavelength 1.0 Å
at the BL18B station of KEK-PF. The intensity data were
processed with program MOSFLM (26) and scaled using

program SCALA (27). A summary of the data collection
statistics is given in Table 1.

The initial phase was obtained using the molecular
replacement procedure of CNS (28). The structure of pea
cAPX (24), PDB entry 1APX, was used as a template.
Subsequent refinement consisted of cycles of rigid-body
positioning, positional minimization and B-factor optimi-
zation. Refinement was continued with simulated
annealing refinement of CNS, followed by manual
rebuilding of the structure in O (29). After the first round
of refinement, amino acid substitutions were introduced
into the model to convert it to the tobacco sAPX sequence,
and the region exhibiting ambiguous density (last resi-
dues from the 17 C-terminus) was omitted from the
model. The quality of the model was gradually improved
by alternating rounds of refinement and model building
until the R-free-factor value dropped to 25%. At this
stage, ordered water molecules were added to the sAPX
structure using the water-pick and -delete functions of
CNS. Water molecules were kept if they were within
hydrogen-bond capable distances, as determined by the
contact protocol involving distance, geometry and neigh-
bor constraints. The data collection and final refinement
statistics are summarized in Table 1. The coordinates
and structure factors have been deposited in the RCSB
Protein Data Bank under accession code 1IYN.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Description of the sAPX Structure—The final model
was refined at 1.6 Å resolution. The asymmetric unit con-
tains one protein molecule, two cations (modeled as
sodium ions), and 296 water molecules. The whole struc-
ture of sAPX with protoporphyrin IX heme is shown in

Table 1. Summary of data collection and refinement statis-
tics.a

aThe values for the highest resolution shell (1.69–1.60 Å) are given
in parentheses. bFrom ref.25. cRmerge = �hkl|I – <I>|/�hkl<I>; R-
factor = �||Fobs| – |Fcalc|/�|Fcalc|. dR-free-factor calculated for
3,794 reflections (10%) was excluded from all refinements.

A. Data collection statisticsb

X-ray source KEK-PF BL18B
Wavelength (Å) 1.0
Temperature (K) 100
Resolution (Å) 1.6 (1.69–1.60)
Space group P212121 
Unit-cell parameters (Å) a = 37.2, b = 76.8, c= 98.8
Rmerge (%)c 6.6 (24.3) 
I/�(I) 8.0 (3.0) 
Number of observed reflections 1,018,666 
Number of unique reflections 37,796
Completeness (%) 98.9 (98.9)
Redundancy 6.5 
Mosaicity (�) 0.3

B. Refinement statistics
Resolution (Å) 8.0–1.6
R-factor (%)c 19.1 
R-free-factor (%)d 22.3

C. Geometry statistics
rmsd (bond distance) (Å) 0.006
rmsd (bond angle) (deg.) 1.3
Average B value (Å2) 15.2
Ramachandran plot

Most favored region (%) 92.1
Additionally allowed regions (%) 7.9

Fig. 1. The structure of sAPX from tobacco plants. The �- and
310-helices are shown as pink and white cylinders, respectively. The
�-turns are shown in green and the hairpin in yellow. The iron atom
and sodium ions are shown as orange and blue balls, respectively.
The structure consists of domains I (helices A–D1) and II (helices F–
J). The structure was drawn using program VMD (30).
J. Biochem.
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Fig. 1. The 20 amino acid residues from the C-terminus

were disordered and did not show sufficient electron den-
sity for assignments, because they might be located on
the surface of the molecule. The topology of sAPX is very
close to those of cAPX and CCP as a whole, and the heli-
ces of sAPX are designated according to the nomencla-
ture of Finzel et al. (22). The structure consists of
domains I (helices A–D1) and II (helices F–J), both of
which are connected via the E-helix.

The Fo–Fc map of sAPX showed two peaks, one on the
distal side and one on the proximal side. The peak on the
distal side was surrounded by five oxygen atoms (Fig. 2a),
while that on the proximal side was surrounded by six
oxygen atoms (Fig. 2b). A carboxylate group (Asp35 for
the distal side in Fig 2a; Asp203 for the proximal side in
Fig. 2b) was found around each of the peaks. These find-
ings clearly suggest that the peaks are derived from cati-
ons. The estimated cation-ligand distances are shown in
Fig. 2. The average cation-ligand distance for the five
bonds in Fig. 2a is 2.47 Å and that for the six bonds in
Fig. 2b is 2.60 Å, both of which are within the reported
range of Na+-ligand distances, 2.4–2.6 Å (32–34). We fur-
ther refined the structure by considering that these two
sites are occupied by sodium ions, because the Fo–Fc
maps did not show positive peaks when sodium ions were
assigned to these two sites. The sodium ions should be
incorporated from the reservoir solution used for crystal-
lization. These temperature factors converged to appro-
priate values of 8.13 Å2 and 8.96 Å2. These two cation
sites exhibit a good agreement, in fact, with those of two
calcium ions in other peroxidases including Arthromyces
ramosus peroxidase (35), LiP (36), and MnP (37).

Pea cAPX contains only one cation (K+) on the proximal
side (24), and CCP does not have any cation (22). One of
the interesting aspects of pea cAPX is its sequence
homology with CCP; cAPX contains the proximal side-
Trp179 that corresponds to Trp191 in CCP. In CCP,
Trp191 is suggested to be involved in a protein-based
radical in Compound I, which is a high oxidation-state
intermediate (38). In cAPX, however, the radical is
judged to be in the porphyrin moiety (24). Patterson and
Poulos (24) suggested that a potassium ion participates
by increasing the electrostatic potential in the proximal

heme pocket of cAPX, causing destabilization of the Trp
radical. Thus, the radical of tobacco sAPX may be in the
porphyrin moiety, because the location of the cation on
the proximal side is close to that of the cAPX.

The Access Channel Connecting the Surface to the
Heme Pocket—There are two access channels connecting
the molecular surface with the distal heme pocket. They
are connected with the �- and �-edges of the heme, so we
refer to them as the �- and �-channels, respectively. The
size of the �-channel of sAPX (Fig. 3a) is close to that of
cAPX (Fig. 3b), whereas the channels take different
directions. The channel of cAPX is positioned approxi-
mately horizontal as to the heme plane, whereas the �-
channel of sAPX was positioned obliquely as to the heme
plane (data not shown). In sAPX, the diameter of the
channel is approximately 11.0 Å. The maximum size of
an AsA molecule is approximately 7.1 Å, so AsA could
enter the protein molecule through the �-channel. The
electrostatic potential of the channel in sAPX (Fig. 3a) is

Fig. 2. The environments around the binding sites with two
cations; (a) the distal side and (b) the proximal side. The pos-
itive electron difference densities were contoured at 7�. The cation-
ligand distances are given in Å. These structures were drawn using
program DINO (31).

Fig. 3. The electrostatic surface potentials for APX isoen-
zymes. The channels are indicated by green arrows for the �-chan-
nels of sAPX (a) and cAPX (b). Positive potentials are shown in blue
and negative potentials in red. Molecular surfaces were generated
and visualized with program GRASP (39).

Fig. 4. Superimposition of the C�-traces of tobacco sAPX
(red), pea cAPX (blue), and yeast CCP (yellow). The arrow
indicates the loop structure of sAPX. Superimposition was per-
formed using program LSQKAB from the CCP4 program suite (27),
and these structures were drawn using program DINO (31).
Vol. 134, No. 2, 2003
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more positively charged than that in cAPX (Fig. 3b). The
negatively charged ascorbate anion might well electro-
statically interact with the positively charged region, so
that sAPX might bind more easily with AsA than cAPX.
These findings agree well with the reported Km values
with AsA; 0.18 mM for sAPX (16) and 0.33 mM for cAPX
(7).

Structural Insights into the Instability of sAPX—The
structures of domains I and II of sAPX are very close to
those of cAPX and CCP (Fig. 4). sAPX, but not cAPX or
CCP, has a loop structure (residues 176–193) in the vicin-
ity of the heme, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 4. The
loop structure consists of four �-turns (residues 180–183,
181–184, 183–186, and 187–190), and residues 167–194
form a hairpin structure.

In the active sites of these three peroxidases, the prox-
imal His, and neighboring Asp and Trp have very close
conformations. Furthermore, the distal His, and neigh-
boring Arg and Trp functioning as a catalytic triad also
have similar conformations (Fig. 5). The sAPX, however,
has a characteristic conformation in the vicinity of the
propionate side-chains of the heme (Fig. 5a).

In CCP, four amino acid residues (Lys179, Ser185,
Asn184, and His181) participate in the formation of
hydrogen bonds and a salt bridge with the propionate
side-chains (Fig. 5b). Among these residues, His181 of
domain II forms two hydrogen bonds with one of the pro-
pionate side-chains and with Asp37 of domain I to stabi-
lize the enzyme through the interaction of domains, I and
II. Indeed, the ability as to the structural change in Com-
pound I is very small in CCP (40). The enzyme is very
stable even when it is treated with excess H2O2 (38). In
cAPX, which is more stable than sAPX in enzyme activ-
ity, His169 forms a salt bridge with one of the propionate
side-chains of the heme, as in CCP. However, no hydrogen
bond in this region was found to participate in the inter-
action between the domains (Fig. 5c). Therefore, it is con-
ceivable that cAPX is somewhat unstable during the
catalysis of oxidation reaction.

The most interesting and functionally important point
about sAPX is that the side chain of Arg169 extends in
the opposite direction from the propionate side-chains of
the heme, and forms two hydrogen bonds with the carbo-
nyl groups of Asn189 and Pro190 in the loop structure
(Fig. 5a). However, no bonding was found to participate in
the interaction between domains I and II in this region,
as for cAPX. In addition, the propionate side-chains of
the heme do not participate in the formation of a salt
bridge and a hydrogen bond except for the bond with a
water molecule (Fig 5a). Thus, the environments of the
propionate side-chains of the heme in sAPX are greatly
different from those of the other two peroxidases, cAPX
and CCP. Miyake and Asada (18) found that the size of
the Soret peak decreases with time when tAPX is treated
with H2O2. They suggested that the inactivation of APX
would result from degradation or elimination of the heme
moiety.

Some mutants of a heme oxygenase from human,
which degrades heme, exhibit peroxidase activity besides
their own heme-degrading activity (41). In these
mutants, some of the amino acid residues on the distal
side changed to become homologous to those of peroxi-
dases. Conversely, peroxidases may potentially have
heme oxygenase activity. Applying these suppositions to
sAPX, the inactivated enzyme may be a form in which the
heme is movable and subsequently degraded by its own
“heme oxygenase” activity. When sAPX is treated with
AsA, the AsA molecule may bind with domains I and II
and/or with the propionate side-chains to prevent the
removal of the heme, resulting in the stabilization of the
enzyme. These possibilities could be examined by analy-
ses of the sAPX-AsA complex, as reported recently for
soybean cAPX (42).

We wish to thank Professor N. Sakabe, and Drs. M. Suzuki, N.
Igarashi and N. Matsugaki for their support in the data collec-
tion at KEK-PF, Japan. This work was performed with the
approval of the Photon Factory Program Advisory Committee
(Proposal No. 2002G140). This work was, in part, supported

Fig. 5. C�-Traces for the active sites of tobacco sAPX (a), yeast
CCP (b), and pea cAPX (c). Only heme and key amino acid resi-
dues are shown as a ball-and-stick model. The Fe atom in the heme is
shown in brown, nitrogen atoms in blue, oxygen atoms in red, the

sulfur atom in yellow, and water oxygen atoms in cyan. Hydrogen
bonds are indicated by broken lines. The loop structure in sAPX (a) is
shown as a thick blue tube. These structures were drawn using pro-
gram DINO (31).
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